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of a normally incident wave is reflected or scattered

into other modes.

A two layer model for waves that are not neces-

sarily normally incident is solved numerically. Along

a curve of constant frequency the minimum reflection

occurs for waves that are slightly skewed from normal

incidence, while the fraction of energy reflected

increases as the waves travel more.parallelto the

front. When critical layers occur , energy can be

exchanged between the geostrophic flow and the internal

waves. For the frontal shapes considered in this

paper, energy is usually gained by the internal wave

field at the expense of the mean flow. When there

is no critical layer, the Reynolds stress is invariant

in the across front direction. When they do occur,

the Reynolds stress is not necessarily invariant and

is a measure of the amount of energy exchanged between

t.he frontal structure and the internal wave field.
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THE REFLECTION, TRANSMISSION AND SCATTERING

OF INTERNAL WAVES AT OCEAN FRONTS

I INTRODUCTION

There is a wide range of theoretical studies

of the reflection, transmission and scattering of

waves at oceanic topographic features (LeBlonde

and Mysak, 1978 present numerous examples). How-

ever, the interactions of internal waves with

horizontal inhomogeneities of the fluid have been

examined only to a very limited extent. In the

theoretical treatment of waves, any strong hori-

zontal variability in the fluid is taken to be

perpendicular to the direction of propagation of

the wave. Usually any lack of horizontal homo-

geneity in the direction of propagation is assumed

to be slowly varying and hence solved by WKB tech-

niques. Within the ocean, however, there are

regions where there are rapid changes in the

medium. The purpose of this paper is to investi-
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gate several characteristics (reflection, trans-

mission, scattering, and both the production and

absorbtiori) of internal gravity waves at oceanic

fronts. The study is limited to those fronts

which do not intersect the surface or bottom of

the ocean.

The model used here consists of a fluid of

two (chapters 2 and 3) or more (chapter 4) layers.

The depths of the layers are constant, except in

the frontal region where the interface (interfaces)

tilts upwards or downwards to form a density front.

Associated with the front is a geostrophic current

with non-zero horizontal shear. For the appro-

priate parameters critical layers occur and hence

the absorbtion or production of internal wave

energy. The defining equations consist of the

linearized shallow water equations.

Olbers (1981) investigated a similar probleni

for a continuously stratified ocean. He was

mainly interested in the scattering of internal

gravity waves between the vertical modes. His

method of solution assumes an identical density

gradient upon each side of the front and that

U/c << 1, where U is the mean velocity and c the



the phase speed. This inequality does not permit

the occurance of critical layers.
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II THE TWO LAYER MODEL WITH NORMAL INCIDENCE

In this chapter the reflection and transmission

of internal gravity waves at a front in a two-layer

fluid are investigated. The waves are normally inci-

dent upon the front and the reflection properties for

an arbitrarily shaped tnterface are investigated.

2.1 Formulation o.f Problem

Figure 1 illustrates a transect of a two-layer,

stably stratified ocean of constant total depth H. A

frontal zone of width L separates two semi-infinite

regions, in each of which the upper layer depth is

constant. Cartesian coordinates, x,y,z, are chosen

so that x is along the front, y is across the front

and z is vertically upwards. The bottom is at z = 0,

and the surface at z = H. The origin of y is placed

at the intersection of the front with region I and the

shape of the frontal interface is assumed to be uniform

in the x-direction. The along front, across front and

vertical components of velocity are u,v,w, respectively.

In the upper and lower layers, denoted by subscripts

= 1 and i = 2, respectively, the densities p. are

constant. A rigid lid is imposed at the surface and

the interface displacement is denoted by ri(x,y,t).
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For normal incidence the model has no x-dependence.

The inviscid, vertically integrated shallow water equa-

tions are

u. + - fv. = 0 , for i 1,2

v fu. = , for i = 1,2

h. + (hv) = 0 , for i = 1,2it iiy
The Coriolis parameter, f, is assumed to be constant.

In each layer, the motion is hydrostatic, so that if

g is the gravitational acceleration., the pressures in

the two layers are

S
p1g(H-z)p1 = p +

= p + p1gH + (p2-21)gh2(y) p2gz
S

Here
PS

is the pressure at the surface and

h1(y,t) = }i1(y) (y,t)

h2(y1t) = }2(y) + (y,t)

H = h1(y) +

Overbars will be used. to denote steady state quantities

so that in the above, i1(y) and 2(y) are the undis-

turbed depths of the upper and lower layers. These

layer depths are always greater than zero.



The pressure and velocity fields are decomposed

into the mean and perturbation components. Writing

p1 + p1g(H-z) + pip

p2
s
+ p1gh1(y) + p2g(h2(y)-z) + p1p

then the mean velocity is

= (f-l-53O)

= (-f-'(+g'2),O)

7

(2.la)

(2.lb)

(2.lc)

(2.id)

where g1 = g(p2-p1)/p1 is the reduced gravity.

Assuming that the time dependence is of the form

exp(-iwt) the linearized perturbation equations are

-iwlJ1
+

- f)v1 =.O (2.2)

-iwv1 +fu1 = -p (2.3)

iwn
+ 1"iy = 0 (2.4)

-iwü2 + ( - f)v = 0
2y 2

(2.5)

-iwv2 + fu2 = -(p+g'r) (2.6)

+ (h v ) = 022y (2.7)

From (2.4) and (2.7)

+ v2 = C , a constant (2.8)

This equation applies throughout the domain of y. In

region II where h2 is a constant, the remaining momen-

tum equations lead to



F',

-i(Hp + g'H2n) = (2 - f2)Cy + const.

The boundedness of the perturbation quantities requires

that C = 0. Thus, there is no net transport in the

across front direction. Equations (2.2)-(2,8) can be

combined to form a single second order differential

equation

I (2-f2)H f U
2y

YY
11i1(y1h2(y)gI g

where

'I =

U
+ ly liv = 0 (2.9)

l.1 ij

is the transport in the surface layer in the y-direc-

tion.

Except in the frontal region the mean depths are

constant for each layer. Thus, in regions I and II

(2.9) can be written as

H(cu2-f2)

1YY + H1H2g'
v1 = 0 (2.10)

where the constants H1 and H2 are the depths of the

upper and the lower layers, respectively. This equa-

tion allows plane wave solutions

v1 = Ae' +



where .Q is a wavenumber that satisfies the dispersion

relationship

=
(w2-f2)H

H1H2g
(2.11)

Thus for frequencies above the inertial (2.10) permits

internal gravity wave solutions.

Consider a wave normally incident upon the front

from region I. The wave will be partially transmitted

into region II, while the remainder of its energy is

reflected. Thus in region I we write

i(y_jt)
+ BReiYt) (2.12)

where A1 and are the incident and reflected wave

amplitudes, respectively. As the wave propagates

through the frontal region it is refracted, that is

its wavenumber changes while the frequency, , remains

constant. If jj is the wavenumber in region II, then

assuming that no wave is incident on the front from

this side we write

v1 = A1e1wt) (2.13)

where AT is the amplitude of the tranmitted wave.

Using these amplitudes, the reflection coefficient

is defined as
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BR
R

A1

and the. transmission coefficient is

A.
T= T

A1

It is useful to non-dimensionalize y and the

wavenumbers ., z' with the frontal width CL) and

h] h2 with the layer depths of region I (H11 and

H21), then

= H.1h. i = 1,2

2. = x/L

2,' = A'/L

g'H.
u. u. i = 1,2

1
fL

The non-dimensional form of (2.9) is then

I I

+ I + 2y + 11v = 0 (2.14)
yy h1(y)h2(Y) h2(Y) h1(Y)Jj

The dispersion relationships for the non-dimensional

wavenTmbérs and x' are written as
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Region I:

Region II:

Here

A2 (
2

1)
L2

2

2
r2 - (_.___ - 1' j:_

f2

g'H .H 2

6. =
2i

i = 1,2
1

H

is the internal Rossby radius of deformation.

The boundary conditions, or more appropriately

the matching conditions at the edges of the front

are determined in the following manner. The normal

transport, V , and the interface displacement,

are both continuous at y = 0 and at y = 1. From

(2.4), V must also be continuous at these points.

Using (2.12) and its derivative, the matching

conditions at y = 0, ( (2.15a) and (2.15b)) can be

derived in a straight forward manner. Similarly,

(2.13) and its derivative yield (2.16a.) and (2.16b).
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y = 0;

- ixV _2iXH11BR (2.15a)

+ ixV = 21xN11A1 (2.lsb)

y = 1:

V ix'V = 0 (2.16a)

+ ix'V = 2jx'H12A1 (2.16b)

Here

HH ½
11 21

= = A'/X
H12H22

t. J

and H12 and H22 denote the depths in region II of the

upper and lower layers respectively. This formulation

of the matching conditions allows easier implementation

in the numerical scheme.

These four matching conditions, together with the

second order differential equation (2.14) determines

the ratios and

The requirement that the transport, V, and the

interface displacement, , be continuous y

places restrictions on the mean interface shape. The

integration of (2,14) from y = -c to y + results,

when the limit + 0 is taken, in the following jump

condition at y = 0
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[u(o)] + [u2(0)J = 0 (2.17a)

where

Similarly at y = 1

and here

i = 1,2
1 1

tu1(i)J {u2(1)1
+ = 0 (2.17b)

h1(1) h2(1)

= lim(u.(i+) -u.(1-)) I 1,2
1 1

The mean velocity in the lower layer is usually

taken to be zero. If this is done, then u1(y) must

be continuous at both y = 0 and y = 1. So from (2.lc,d)

the shape of the interface is restricted to cases where

and h1 are everywhere continuous. Thus an interface

with a constant slope is not acceptable.

2.2 Energy Equation

It is both useful and informative to derive a

relationship between the reflection coefficient (R)

and the transmission coefficient (1). The most obvious

equation to give the desired result, is an energy

equation. Such a relationship would require only the

calculation of the reflected energy to completely

describe the partition of the energy which is incident
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upon the front. It would also demonstrate whether

or not there is any net exchange of energy between

the mean and the perturbation velocities.

Scalar products of the transport vectors with the

linearized momentum equations for each layer leads to

an energy relation. This, when combined with the

continuity equations and (2.8) results in

where

+ h1u1u1v1 = 0 (2.18)

E = + + ½g'n2

with K. =½(u + v) for i = 1,2 and

F' = g Ti

Outside the frontal region = 0, and (2.18) becomes

the classical energy
equation1 where E is the energy

density and F's' the energy flux in the y-direction.

Let the time dependence be of the form

-iwt
(u.v.,n ) -- (uv11n)e

Then integrating (2.18) over one period and taking

the real part, we obtain

[gI1{v(y)n(Y)+v1(Y)n*)}) = {u (y)v(y)+u(y)v1(y)}
1 ly 1

(2.19)
where * denotes the complex conjugate.

It is clear from (2.2) that
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U:Vl + = 0

Thus, there is no net exchange of energy between the

mean flow and the perturbation flow. Applying the

above relationship to (2.19) and integrating the

resulting equation across the front, from y = 0+

to y = L, yields

H11(V + v1fl*) = H12(v + vlfl*)yL

rt only need be noted that both n and v1 are continuous

across the edges of the front and that

= -H11/ (A1e1 BRe')

in region I and

n = -H £'/ (A
12 T

in region II, to give the final relationship

H2 '

R2
+ HZA 1 (2.20)

11

This is an equation relating the energy flux in two

regions (I and II). In section 24, the transmission

and reflection characteristics of the front wifl be

discussed in terms of the fractional reflected energy,

R2.
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2.3 Solutions

In theory the reflection coefficient can be deter-

mined by calculating the two independent series solu-

tions for (2.14) and determining R from these results,

It is not, in general, practical to use this method

on the computer due to the slow rate of convergence

of these series. Instead a numerical solution to

the differentical equation is employed based on the

recipe proposed by Lindzen and Kuo (1969). The exact

method of implementation is discussed in Appendix A.

Two perturbation solutions will also be sought,

one for large and the other for small non-dimensional

wavenumber. For large x the WKBJ method is appropriate

and permits a qualitative discussion of the solution.

An asymptotic solution for small , is also undertaken.

A comparison of these results to the numerical solu-

tion is made in section 2.4.

It is assumed that the lower layer has no mean

motion (u2=O). As stated previously, this then

reauires that both h and h be zero at y = 0 and
ly

y = 1. Equation. (2.14) is rewritten as

V + 1
hiyyl

= 0 (2.21)
yy h1(y)h2(y) h1()j
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For large wavenumber, the asymptotic WKBJ solution

for (2.21) can be obtained (following Nayfeh, 1973, p. 315)

by assuming an expansion of the form

V(y; x) C F() x } e
n=O

After substituting this series into (2.21) and equating

coefficients of like powers of x, the order x2 and x

equations are

and

pI2(y) ={h1(y)h2(y)}' (2.22)

F0(y) = C{'(y)} (2.23)

where the prime denotes differentiation in y and C is

a constant. The order x'1 (for i = 12,.
. .) equa-

tion is

2(y)F(y) + (y)F(y) = i{h(Y) i-i
F () + F_1(i)j (2.24)

Let '(y) denote the integral of the positive root

of (2.22), then

V(y;x) = { A (y)xTh + C B(y)x }e
n=O n0

To implement the boundary conditions it is neces-

sary to expand the amplitudes of both the reflected

wave, BR and the transmitted wave, ATI in powers of A.
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Let

BR Rx' A1
nO

Tx

Substitution of these series expansions in the boundary

or matching conditions, (2.15) and (2.16), to lowest

order, yield

A0(0) = H11A1 e°

B0(0) = H11R0 e°

B0(1) = 0

Utilizing these along with the differential equa-

tions we have

B0(y) = 0

and

R0 = 0

Thus the reflection coefficient, R, for large wave-

number is at most of order c'.

At the next order A1 and B1 satisfy the same equa-

tions as F1 and F0 (equations (2.24) and (2.23) res-

pectively). Since the slopes of h1(y) and h2(y) are

both zero aty = 0 and y = 1, then A(0) = 0 and

A(1) = 0. The order x0 boundary conditions are then

B1(0) = H11R1 e°
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A1(0) 0 B1(1) 0

Application of the boundary conditions to the differen-

tial equations gives

and

B1(y) = 0

R1. = 0

A non-zero reflection coefficient enters at the

next order. It is not, necessary to consider the

differential equation for A2(y) . B2(y) once again

satisfies (2.23). The relevant order X boundary

conditions are

A(0) - 2i'(0) B2(0) e° = -21H11R2

A(1) ei1) 2iT(1) B2(1) e1) = o

Provided that the second derivatives of h1(y) and

1i2(y) are not zero at y = U and y = 1, these equations

combine to yield the following relationship for the

reflection coefficient

R2 (4A) f2(0) + f2(1) - 2f(1)f(0)cos(A)} + o() (2.25)

where

f(y) = h(y)h1(y) - 3h'j(y)h2(y)
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and

= 2(1) - ip(0)}

An examination of this solution is undertaken in sec-

tion 2.4.

To obtain the solution for small wayenumber, the

dependent variable and the amplitude of the reflected

wave are expanded as

V = v0 + Ày1 + X2v2 + A3v3 + ... (2.26)

BR R0 + AR1 + x2R2 + A3R3 + . . . (2.27)

Substitution of (2.26) into (2.21) and the collection

of coefficients of like powers of x gives a set of

second order ordinary differential equations that can

be solved analytically. The solutions for the first

four differential equations are

v0 = h1(y) (C1 + C2Q(y)} (2.28)

V1 = h1(y) C3 + C4Q(y)} (2.29)

= h1(y) c5 + C6Q(y) + C1L1(y) + C2L2(y)}

V3 = h1(y) {C7 + C8Q(y) + C3L1(y) + C4L2(y)}

where the C11s are constants and

cy
Q(y)

J

h2() d
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1 ry
L1(y)

J

Q()h1()h1() d Q(y)j h1()h'() d

Iy

L2(y)
j
Q2()h1()h1() d Q(Y)J Q()h1()h'() d

Substitution of 1(2.26) and (2,27) into the boundary

conditions (2.15) (2.16) and the collection of like

powers of , leads, at lowest order, to

v1 = 0 , at y = 0,1

This with (2.28) implies that C2 = 0. To next order,

the boundary conditions are

Vj - iV0 -2iH11R0 at. .i = 0

+ = 21H11A1 , at y 0

Vj - icV0 = 0 at ' = 1

where, as previously defined, = x'/. From these

(2.28) gives

C1 = H11(A1+R0)

Then from the boundary conditions and (2.29) two

relationships for C4 result

C4 = iH11(A1-R0)

c4h'(1) = icvg(1) = icH11h1(1)(A14R0)

from which



1-ah(1)

I
1+ah(1)

The higher order boundary conditions are

- iv1 = _2iH11R1 , at y = 0

v + iv11 = 0 , at y = 0

jcVj 0 at y = 1

for i = 2,3 ..... Using these matching conditions

R1/AJ and R2/A1 may be derived in an analogous manner.

Thus, the fractional reflected energy for small wave-

number is

R =
A +

Al + A2

=

I ri
+ 4h(1)X2a 1+ch(1)}[{j h1(y)h21(Y)dy}2 +

1+cz2h(1){jhj2(y)dy}2
2J1{h1(Y)h2 (y)J h12()d}dy

ri{hl(Y)h1(y)J1h2()ddy] + oCx3) (2.30)

y

Notice that no order X term appears, since R1/A1 is

purely imaginary, while R0/A1 is purely real,

Once h1(y) and h2(y) are chosen,each integral can

be evaluated numerically and the reflected energy for
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small wavenumber determined. In the next section

the solution for small
. is discussed.

2.4 Discussion of Solutions

To compare the two pertubation results to the

numerical solutions it is necessary to define h1(y)

and h2(y) explicitly. The simplest functions where

h'(y) = 0 and h(y) = 0 at y = 0 and y = 1, while

the second order derivatives are non-zero at these

points, are third order polynomials. The depths

of the layers in the frontal zone are defined to be

where

h1(y) = 1 - 3c1y2 + 2c1y3 (2.31)

h2(y) = 1 - + 2ct2y3 (2.32)

= (H1 H.2)/H.1 i = 1,2

Figure 3a illustrates the shape of the interface for

three values of and ct2 (a) a
1

.80, a
2

.16;

(b)
ai

.50, a2 = .10; and (c) = .20,
2

=

The calculation of the fractional reflected

energy as a function of non-dimensional wavenumber

requires only that two paparmeters, and a2, be

specified. Tties--e parameters are normalized measures

of the change in the upper and lower layer depths
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across the front. Specifically, as a1 or a2 become

small (large) the depth change across the front also

becomes small (large). Table 1 gives possible values

of the layer depths in region I and region II for

the three values of a1 and a2 chosen. Also displayed

are the internal Rossby radius of deformation for

these depths, in each region.

The comparison of the analytic pertubation solu-

tions to the numerical solution for a particular

geometry (c .80 and a2 = .16) is shown in figure 2.

Within the regions where the perturbation solutions

are valid, they are in good agreement with the numer-

ical result. The wavelike behaviour for high wave-

number that is expected from the WKB solution (2.25)

is displayed in this semi-logplot.

Several results can be deduced about the pro-

portion of reflected energy from the examination

of the analytic perturbation solutions (2.25) and

(2.30) without explicitly defining h1(y) and h2(y).

If (2.30) (small wavenumber perturbation solution) is

considered first, then as x-0, two generalities are

evident. First, regardless of the shape of the

interface in the frontal region, the fractional

reflected energy is zero if and only if H11 = H12.
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Table 1. List of the layer depths in regions I and II,

and the Rossby radius in each region for the

three frontal shapes used in chapter 2.

(a) cx = .80
2

= .16

1=1 1=2
H1. SOOni 100111

H2. 250Cm 290Cm

20.4km 9.8km

(b) cx = .50 cx2 = .10

1=1 1=2
H 50Cm 25Cm

11

I12j 2500m 2750m

20.4km 15.1km

(c) = .20 cx2 = .04

i=1 i=2
H1 500m 400 m

H21 250Cm 2600111

20.4km 18.6km
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Figure 2: ComparisOn of the two perturbation solutions

for = .80 and
2

.16.
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Om

500m

Figure 3a: Shape of the fronta' interface for three va]ues

of and (a) = .80, ct2 = .16; (b)

= .50, = .10; (c) c1 = .20. = .04.
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Figure 3b: The fractional reflected energy for
the three profiles shown in figure
3a.
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Second, the only way in which all the energy can

be reflected is for the depth of the upper (or lower)

layer to go to zero. The trend this implies is

illustrated in figure 3b, where h1(y) and h2(y) are

as defined in (2.31) and (2.32) and displayed in

figure 3a. The wavenumber dependence of the frac-

tional reflected energy is shown for the three values

of and listed previously and given in table 1.

As expected, as increase (the depth of the upper

layer in ;region II approaches zero) the fractional

reflected energy for small x also increases.

At large wavenumbers, it is expected that the

wave will be able to adjust to the variation in the

layer depths and and for this reason little energy

should be reflected. This is evident from (2.25)

(WKB solution), where the fractional reflected energy

decreases as x. It is assumed in the developmerit

of (2.25) that at y = 0 and y = 1, both h1 and h2

are zero. In general, from (2.24) and the matching

conditions it can be concluded that R2 decays as

for large x, when

i) h1(y) and h2(y) are both n-differentiable

within the frontal region;

ii) the first (n-i) derivatives of h1(y) and h2(y)

are zero at y = 0 and y = 1;
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iii) the
th

derivative of h1(y) and h2(y) are

zero at y = 0 and y 1.

The examples shown in figure 3b are all drawn

for cases where the upper layer depth of region I

exceeds that of region II. With each example, an

associated problem is that of the mirror image

(about y = ½) of the frontal profile. In the per-

turbation solutions, for small and large wavenumbers,

the reflection coefficient, R for the mirror image

problem can can be shown to be related to the original

coefficient R through a rescaling of wavenumber

where

R2(X') = R2(A)
m

1

H11H21
A' = 1

H12 H2 2J

The numerical solution bears out the above result

and also shows it to apply for intermediate wave-

numbers

The reflection of energy in the high wavenumber

region is caused by different features of the front,

than is the reflection for low wavenumbe.rs. For high

wavenunibers, the energy is reflected at discontinuities

in the th
derivatives of h1 and h2. The reflection

for low wavenumbers, on the other hand, is caused by
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differences at each side of the front in the wave-

length and the depth of the layers. If these dif-

ferences are too large, the long waves have insuf-

ficient space within the front in order to adjust.

These waves are less affected than the short waves

by discontinuities in the derivatives of the frontal

profile.

In the real ocean, waves will be incident upon

the front from both sides

tion we write

To represent this situa-

+ B1e'
, region i

vi =

A2e1) + B2e1)
, region II

Here the are the amplitudes of the incident waves

and B. combine the effects of transmission and

reflection. For this situation of normal incidence

the energy equation is

H2 x'
- !B112J

H1A
][A212 - !B212J

If the wavefield is horizonatally symmetric (or

isotropic) in one region then the above energy

relationship implies that this must be the case in

the other region, also. Note that in this restricted

Situation of normal incidence horizontally symmetric
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means that the energy of the incoming wave equals

that of the outgoing wave.

Figure 3b shows a rapid drop off in the reflected

energy at high non-dimensional wavenumbers. In fact

for x the reflected energy is below one percent

for all three cases. This corresponds to dimensional

wavelengths (2/z = 2TFLIX) that are less than twice

the frontal width. If thefront is ten kilometers

wide (for example) then there is no measurable effect

of its presence on internal waves whose wavelength

is less than twenty kilometers. For low waveriumbers

where energy transmission through the front is limited,

measurable effects are more likely. The frequency

that corresponds to X = ir and to a ten kilometer front

for all three examples ((a), (b) and (c)) is

= 6.5x104 s.
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III TWO LAYER MODEL WITH NO1-NORMAL U4CIDENCE

In this section the two layer model is extended

to include the case in which waves are not necessarily

incident perpendicular to the front. The situation is

rendered more complex than that treated in chapter II

through the occurance of critical layers in which

energy exchange between the mean flow and the waves

becomes possible.

3.1 The Model

The structure of the front and the coordinate

frame employed in this chapter are as illustrated in

figure 1. While non-normal incidence introduces an

x-dependence in the perturbation fields, the frontal

structure, the mean pressure gradient and the geostro-

phic velocities are considered asinvariant in the along

front direction. The beginning equations are once again

the linearized shallow water equations for two layers.

u1 + ti u + (D - f) v1 (3.1)
1 lx ly

Vit + v + f u = -p (3.2)
1 lx 1

- u r + (i u ) + (1v ) = 0 (3.3)
lx lix ly

u2t + 2u2+ (i2-f) v2 = -(p + g'ii) (3.4)
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v2t + ii2v2 + f U2 = -(P + (3.5)

+ + ( u ) + (}i V )
= 0 (3.6)

x 22x 22y

where g' = g (p2 p1)/p2 is the reduced gravity. The

geostrophic velocity in the lower layer is taken to be

zero ( 2(y) = a ). As a result the steady state

velocity in the upper layer is

ii(y) 1(y) = -(g'/f) 1i (3.7)
ly

The along front and the time dependence in the

above equations are assigned the form of a travelling

wave, exp(-iot+ikx), where the frequency (w) and the

along front wavenun'iber (k) are both real. Equations

(3.1) - (3.6) now become

i(k - i)u1 + (, - f)v1 = -ikp (3.8)

i(ki )v1 + fu1 = p (3.9)

-i(ki + ik}1u1 + (}i1v1) = 0 (3.10)

-iou2 - fv2 = -ik(p + g1ri) (3.11)

-iv + fu = -(p + g) (3.12)

ikh2u2 + (2v2) = 0 (3.13)

Outside the frontal region the constant mean depths

of the upper and lower layers lead to solutions whose

y-dependence takes the form exp(izy) . The fourth order
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problem posed by (3.8) - (3.13) then leads to a disper-

sion equation for internal gravity waves where for

selected and k, the across front wavenumber . may

have four distinct values, given by

(k2 + £2)4(uJ2-f2)H - g'H1H2(k2+2)} = 0

Thus, either

= - k2

leading to solutions in which the wave travels parallel

to the front and its amplitude decays or grows exponen-

tially with distance from the front, or

- f2 = gH1H2(k2+92)/H (3.14)

In the above H1 is the depth of the upper layer, H2

that of the lower and H the total depth (H1 + H2).

Outside the frontal region, the general solution

for each perturbation variable take the form

A e1' + B e1' + c e' + D e'
Without loss of generality the across front wavenumber,

, is taken to have the same sign as the frequency,,

then A (B) represents the amplitude of waves travelling

in the positive (negative) y-direction.

Initially consider the problem of waves incident

upon the front from one side only, say region I of

figure 1. The requirement that solutions be bounded
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at infinity, is satisfied by

BRe'' + De'
kly yO (3.15)

vi =

A1e + D'e
k I(y-L)

y>L (3.16)

Here A1 BR and AT are the amplitudes of the incident,

reflected and transmitted waves, respectively, with D and 0'

the amplitudes of the decaying components.

The geometry of the model is further illustrated in figure

4. In this figure, h1(y) is greatest at y = 0 and decreases

toward y = L. The arrows indicate the directions of travel

of the various wave components, which make angles e, a' with

the normal to the front.

o tan(k/)
(3.17)

01= tan'(k/9:) (3.18)

Given k and the remaining two parameters of the problem,

and are determined by the dispersion relationship (3.14)

and by the particular frontal geometry. The wavenumber normal

to the front in region II is related to that in region I by

-.k2 (3.19)

where the H.. are as depicted in figure 1. This can be written

in the more familar form of Snell 's Law

sine /sinO' ={ H11H21/(H12H22)}½

The wavenumber 2' is the same sign as , For a fixed non-zero

k, the dependence of and on are illustrated
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Figure 4: Schematic of the x-y plane, for waves

that are not necessarily normally

incident upon the front.



schematically in figure 5. Typically the upper layer

depths (H11 and H12) are much less than the lower layer

depths (H21 and H22). Figure 5a is the case where the

upper layer depth is smaller in region I than in region

II. In this situation, for each fixed non-zero k, a

range of frequency exists for which the wave-

number ' corresponding to , is purely imaginary, so

that no travelling wave is possible in region II.

= f2 + g'H11H21k2!H

= f2 + g'H12H22k2/H

Alternately, when the upper layer depth in region I

exceeds that in region II, there is always a real wave-

number £' corresponding to t as shown in figure 5b.

Figure 5 also illustrates the refraction that

occurs when a wave passes through the front. When

the upper layer depth is smaller in region I than in

region II, the wave is refracted away from the normal

(e<o' ), while when the upper layer depth in region I

exceeds that in region II the wave is refracted towards

the normal (e>e').

3.2 Matrix Representation

Equations (3.8) - (3.13) can be combined in a

single fourth order or a pair of coupled second order
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(a)
I

C

w

z
tJ
>

(b)

FREQ.UENCY(W)

FREQUENCY(w)

Figure 5: Sketch of the dispersion relationship for

. and .' as a function of frequency, w,

and for a fixed k.
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differential equations, but more insight into the math-

ematical properties of the system can be obtained if

they are written as a set of first order differential

equations.

(k-w)(i' v ) = kiT ( -f)v + ik2h p +ily 1 1

= -i{(k-w)2+f(iii -f)}v + kfp
y y 1

= - fk2p

- kf(k-i)g'n +

w(iT2v2) = _ik2iT2p + i(2_k2T2gI) + kiT2fv2

The following scales are now introduced

Cx, y, t,
) + (L. L, f', f)

(v1, p, -) (v, H11g'v0/fL, v0fL/g')

for i = 1,2 , where v is a value characteristic of the

perturbation velocity. The steady state velocity and

depths are scaled as

U = g'H11/(fL) u

= H1 h.
, i = 1,2

and a non-dimensional transport is defined as

V. = h.v. , i 1,2
1 11
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Non-dimensional wavenumbers in the across front direc-

tion (x,x') and the along front direction (y) are

defined through

A = £1. ; x' = 2L ; y = kL

A matrix representation of the system of equations

is

1
A(y)

Y

where

I(y) = p, , V2

and

(3.20)

114 ih1i2 0

-i11/h1 0 0

A(y) = j

'2 i12(oi2-1)

2h1 ch2

-i2y2h2i 11213
0

(I) U)

Here

1 2
+

=

13 = 2U)2fq - h22

14 Uy

q = H21/H11
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and is a non-dimensional number

= (Lf)2/(g'H11)

In the domain D, jy-½1 < ½, the matrix A(y) is

analytic provided the front intersects neither the

bottom nor the surface, and both h1(y) and h2(y) are

analytic. When in this domain, y2(y) 0, then the

system has no singular points and the solutions are

single valued. If, on the other hand there are points

within D at which y2(y) = 0, then the domain in which

A(y)/12(y) is analytic is no longer simply connected.

At such points the solutions need not be single valued

(Wasow, 1965).

The phase speed parallel to the mean flow is

C =

Thus if Umax is the maximum geostrophic velocity within

the frontal region, from the definition of 12 the

condition for single-valuedness is written

C > U/2

If for some y, c = u(y)/B2, a critical point occurs.

Equation (3.14) in non-dimensional form is

H

2_1 21
(2+x2)

2H
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For fixed x,the phase speed as a function of y that

results is shown schematically in figure 6. As -r + '

the phase speed decreases asymptotically to (H21/2Hy

If the condition .fo:r critical layers is satisfied

the region in the x- plane in which they occur is

as illustrated in figure 7. It should be noted that

the sign of - must be the same as that of Ufflax

In obtaining solutions, the case of critical

layers must be handled seperately from that in which

no critical layers occur.

3.3 Matching Conditions

Across the edges of the front (y = 0 and y = 1),

the normal velocities (v1 and v2), the pressure (p) and

the interface displacement () are each taken to be

continuous. As shown in section 2.1, the above con-

dition on r requires that the geostrophic velocity,

u(y) , be continuous. It simplifies the mathematics

if it is further required that the geostrophic shear,

U, be also continuous. In this study the depth of

the upper layer in the frontal region is modelled with

polynomial functions. The above additional requirement

on u increases the order of the polynomial necessary,
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Fijure 6: Illustration of the phase speed as a func-

tion of along front wavenumber, y.
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Illustration for what values of non-dimen-

sional wavenumbers, nd , that a wave

would encounter a critical layer.



but does not alter energy reflection substantially.

For large x the amount of energy reflected will be

proportional to x6 rather than to x-. At small A

there is virtually no change.

Utilizing (3.15) and (3.16) in the matrix repre-

sentation (3.20) the following relationships result.

Region I:

= 2(w24)/(y2+2A2){(+iy)A1e'Y - (wA_h)BRe_1}

+ (3.I)

=
2(X2+I2)/(i2+w2X2) x+jy)AeY_(x_j)Be1AY

} (3.22)

= H11(A1e1
+ BRe ')/H21 + DeIHY (3.23)

Region II:

p = 2(2 1)/(y2+w2Al2){(wAI+i1)Ae (y-1)

+ j2(21)/(yy)DleI1) (3.24)

= (Y1)}
(3.25)

V2 = Hl2(ATe (Y1))/H + H22(D1eHYI(Y1))/H (3.26)

At y = 0 and y = 1, where V, p,r and V2 are continuous, these

relationships provide matching conditions.
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3.4 Energy Equation

Again it is useful to derive a quantity that is

invariant in the across front direction. An extension

of the treatment used in section 2.2 leads to the

energy relationship (in dimensional units)

-
h1uu1v1 - upn = 0 (3.27)

t x

where

E=1K1+1i2K2+½g2
with

K. = ½(u + i = 1,2
1 1-

and

FX -}T1K1 + h1u.P + W2u2(p+g'n)}

F = -{h1v1p + 2v(p+g')}

Assuming a traveling wave dependence then

-it+ikx(v,,u.,p,n) = (v.,u.,p,)e
1 1

When (3.27) is integrated over one period (2ir/c)

or one wavelength (2./k), we write

1- * * - * - * *
h1(v1p + v1p ) + h2v2(p+g'n) +h2v2(p +g

+ 1(uv1+u1v) 1k(p*flp*)
0 (3.28)

Provided that (y) 0, then using (3.8) - (3.10)

(3.28) can be written in non-dimensional units as



[(1u/2(Vp+Vjp*) + qV(p+2n) + qV2(p*+2n*)l = 0 (3.29)

The bracketed quantity is invariant in y. In

the situation where y2(y) = 0 at some values of y,

equation (3.29) still applies in the intervals between

these critical points. Here only the case of no cri-

tical layers is considered and so (3.29) applies

everywhere. (Critical layers are treated in section

3.6)

Equation (3.29) can be written in a different

form by substituting (3.8) and (3.11) into it. Thus

we have

[hi(v 1+v1u) + qh2(vu2+v2u))] = 0 (3.29a)

The invariant quantity in (3.29a) is the total Reynolds

stress (the sum of the Reynolds stress in the upper

plus the lower layer whichare weighted by the depths

of each layer). This is a more useful quantity than

(3.29), since it is easily measurable in the ocean.

Using the matching conditions of section 3.3, the

invariant of (3.29) when evaluated at y = 0 and y 1,

leads to the relationships

H11x(x2+12) H12A'(X'2+12)

{1A112_IBRI2} ATI2 (3.30)
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for H11<H12 and all u > 0 (the case illustrated in

figure 5b), and

1A112 IBRI2 = 0 (3.31)

for H11.zH12 and w < (the case in figure 5a).

Here and are as defined in section 3.1.

Once again it is only necessary to calculate

the ratio of IBI2 to to completely determine

the transmission and reflection characteristics of

a front without critical layers. For y = 0, (3.30)

reduces to the expression derived earlier for normal

incidence.
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3.5 Solutions Without Critical Layers

A general solution for the reflection and trans-

mission properties of the frontal model requires a

numerical treatment. Before obtaining such a solution

it is instructive to examine perturbation solutions

for certain limiting cases.

For small wavenumbers (y,A) define the linear

relationship

A = ry

where r is an order one quantity. Each of the depen-

dent variables of the model is expanded as a power

series in y. For example, let

= Z

The amplitudes of the various wave components are

similarly expanded.

n fl
B = E Bfl AT = E A

n InR

n
D = ED y D1 = ED'

fl n

For y = 0, both 0 and D' are zero, thus the lowest order

perturbation terms in their expansions, D0 and D, do

not appear.

To lowest order the system of equations (3.20)

yield

V (h /h ) V
lOyy lyy 1 10
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This has solution

V10 = h1(c1 + c2 h2d)

Equations (3.8) and (3.10) combined with the require-

ment that the horizontal shear, u , be continuous for
y

all y, imply that V1 be continuous. The matching

conditions are then

A1 + BRO 0

V10 =

h1 ATO = 1

V10 = 0 y = 0,1

Thus, V10 c1h1(y) where

= A1 + 3R0 = A10 (3.32)

At the next order

V11 (h /h )V = c r2{2h h + h h - 22h }
y lyy 1 11 1 ly lyy 1 lyyy ly

which has solution

V11 = h1(c3+c4fhjd) + c 2h h - 2c
1 ily

where

j hdd ½h1(y) =
J

h1h1
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The relevant matching conditions for this solutions are

ir (A1 BRO) = 0

vily =

irclhlATO , = I.

where again = A'/A. Thus

c4= h(1)(c1 + ircLATQ) + ir(A1 BRO)

In combination with (3.32) this yields

BROI2

{1h(1)}2+r21+ah(1)}2

This expression gives the limiting behavior as

y + 0
( + 1) of the fractional reflected energy for

r in the range, 0.5 < In < 5.0 . Since A is always

non-negative then r and must always be of the same

sign. Notice that the fractional reflected energy

is even in r for the limit 0. This is not surprising

since in this limit (y + 0, 1) the phase speed, C,

tends to infinity, and the effect of the mean geostro-

phic velocity on the waves becomes negligible.

Now consider the small wavenuniber perturbation

solution when the incident wave almost parallels the

front (A<<i<<1). The first order differential equation

and matching conditions for this situation are identical
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to those of the lowest order expansions above. Thus

equation (3.32) again applies. If H11 > 2H12 then

equation (3.19) implies that X<<X1 , and to lowest

order the energy equation (3.30) yields

so that

ATQ = 0

R2 = 1

Note that if H11 < H12 (i.e. the upper layer depth in-

creases in going from region I to region II), then

(3.31) applies and R2 = 1 results trivially.

The final small wavenumber solution to be con-

sidered here is that of almost normally incident waves,

(y<<.x<<1). To lowest order the result (as expected

from the analysis of section 2.3) is

Ii

R2=
1 +

These three small wavenumber perturbation limits are

discussed at greater length once the general numerical

solution is obtained.

In obtaining a numerical solution, the recipe,

adapted from Lindzen and Kuo, and used in the previous

chapter is unsatisfactory. Higher resolution tech-

niques are required, such as that mentioned in Acton

(1970). This is implemented as described in Appendix C.
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As in chapter 2, polynomials are used to represent

the depths of the layers within the frontal zone.

Fifth order polynomials are chosen whose first and

second derivatives vanish at the edges of the front.

As a result the geostrophic velocity and its horizontal

shear are continuous throughout.

h(y) = 1 - a.y3(1Q - 15y + 6y2) , i = 1,2

Here, as defined in chapter 2

= (H11-R12)/H11 = (H21-H22)/H21

are used as normalized measures of the depth change

across the front.

In this section solutions are discussed for the

case of no critical layers. As shown in section 3.2

this requires that

= L2f2/(H11g) > H uax/H2i

where Umax is the maximum geostrophic velocity. For

the chosen frontal profile this occurs at y ½.

Consider now a particular example where the relative depth

change across the front is rather large: H11. SOOm,

H12 = lOOm, and with a total depth H = H11+H21 3000m.

For these values u = 1.5 is the non-dimensional
max

maximum geostrophic velocity, and to ensure no critical

layers the condition 2 > 2.7 must be satisfied. A
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value of 132= 5 is chosen for the numerical example of

this discussion. At mid latitudes (f = 10 s'), with

a reduced gravity g' = 10-2 m s2, the corresponding

frontal width, L, is 50 kilometers. For this example,

U = 150 cm s1. These values are listed in table 3
max

with the corresponding values for the case when there

is a critical layer.

The results of the numerical calculation for this

example are depicted in figure 8. Here the fractional

reflected energy is contoured in the wavenumber (x1)

plane. Because of the energy relationship (3.30) a

separate plot of fractional transmitted energy is not

necessary. Certain general features are evident. For

fixed y, reflection decreases with increasing A. The

transmission is almost total in the lower right hand corner of

the figure (x large and 'r negative). In contrast much of the

energy is reflected in the upper right hand corner (x large and

y positive). This lack of symmetry about the A axis owes its

origin to the presence of the geostrophic flow. For negative y

the wave travels in opposition to the geostrophic flow and so its

relative velocity is more normal to the front, thus

facilitating transmission. Conversely, for positive

y the relative velocity of the wave is more in align-

ment with the front and transmission is reduced.
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-5
0 5

Figure 8: Contours of the fractional reflected

energy in the x-y plane. The waves are

incident from region I and the frontal

shape defined by c1 = .80, .16, with

= 5. H11
>

H12.



In the development

approximation is made.

u 2
) (.J.L)

where the frequency, ,

dispersion relationship

quantities, we have
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of the model the hydrostatic

For this to be valid then

<< 1

is non-dimensional. Using the

and the appropriate dimensional

(x2+2)½ << 680 , Region I

(A'2+y2Y << 1400 , Region II

The contours displayed in figures 10 and 12 are

well within these limits.

The contours of constant frequency in the A-y

p.lane are semi-circles with centers at A=O, 0.

Figure 9 displays the fractional reflected energy along

three of these curves as a function of incident angle.

For a given frequency ( > 1) the reflection

is almost total for large positive angles of incidence

Ce
5Q0)

Maximum transmission is skewed towards

negative angles of incidence. Also shown in this

figure is the limiting case, 1, derived from the

three analytic perturbation solutions obtained at

the beginning of this.section. In this limit, the

phase speed of the wave tends to infinity and the

influence of the geostrophic flow becomes neglible.

Hence the symmetric behavior is not surprising.



1.0

.00
90 0

Incident Angle

Figure 9: The fractional reflected energy as a func-

tion of angle of incidence for four values

of the non-dimensional frequency. Same

parameters as listed in caption of figure 8.
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Consider the effect of the two layer frontal model on an

isotropic wave field which is incident on the front from region

I. Since the upper layer depth is assumed to be decreasing in

going from region I to region II, the transmitted waves are re-

fracted towards the normal. They emerge in a cone of semi-angle

0'

LH11H21J

To illustrate this process, the dimensional and non-dimen-

sional parameters listed in table 3 are used. In figure 10, for

each of three distinct frequencies a polar representation of the

amplitude of horizontally symmetric wavefield is displayed. Every

15° is indicated. The resulting reflected wavefield is also

displayed. A wave is reflected at the same angle at which it is

incident, and so every 150 is marked. The transmitted wavefield

is also displayed. For the geometry used in this example the

emergent cone has semi-angle, e' = 28.80. Each of the spokes in

the incident wavefield is refracted toward the normal and their

angle of imergence is noted in table 2. The maximum amplitude

of the reflected component occurs at ±900 and has the same mag-

nitude as that of the incoming wavefield. On the other hand,

the maximum amplitude of the transmitted component varies with

frequency and has been separately normalized in each

case. The maximum transmission coefficient,
Tm'

and the

angle of its occurance, a', are listed below for the

three selected frequencies.



Table 2. List 0-f incident angles (
0

) and the

resulting refracted angle (01) for

front with. scales and depths as defined

in table 3.

0 0'

±900 ±28.79°

750
±27.73°

±60° ±24.65°

±45° ±19.910

±30° ±13.94°

±15° ±7.16°

±00 ±00
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//
w- LO

wI.2

I
INCIDENT REFLECTED TRANSMITTED

Figure 10: The magnitude of incident, reflected and

transmitted waves in polar coordinates.

Each spoke in the incident and reflected

wavefield indicates 15°. The angle of

the spokes in the transmitted wavefield

are listed in table 2. Three selected

frequencies are shown. The frontal

parameters are those listed in the cap-

tion of figure 8.



a) + 1.0, T
m

b) = 1.2, 1
m

c) w = 2.0, T
m

1.83,
ni

2.73, e' = 140
In

3.60, 0' = -20
m
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As i 1 the reflection and transmission processes

become symmetric but with increasing frequency the

reflected wavefield becomes increasingly asymmetric.

The transmitted wavefield. confined as it is within

a cone, is less distorted. In all cases, however,

the process of reflection from and transmission through

the front results in a highly non-isotropic wavefield.

If we now examine a front which is the mirror

image (about y = ½) of the example just discussed, a

more complete understanding of the properties of the

model is obtained. To maintain the non-dimensionalized

geometry a value of '2 = 25 (corresponding to 32= 5

used above) is required. Now only waves incident on

the front from region I, within a cone of semi-angle

0 .
e - 28.8 may pass into region II. All waves outside

this cone are totally reflected.

In figure 11 the fractional reflected energy is

contoured for this situation. Areas of total reflec-

tion are evident and again an additional plot for

transmitted energy is not required, because of equation

(3.30). In fact, for this example in which there are
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5

10

Figure 11: Contours of the fractional reflected

energy for waves incident upon a front

that is the mirror image of the one used

to obtain figure 8. < H12.
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no critical layers,if the across front wavenumber is

transformed according to (3.19) and the along front

wavenumber y to -y then figure 8 and 11 are identical.

The situation when waves are incident upon both

sides of the front is represented by

A1e'' + 1e' + D1eH)' region I

A2e + B2e1) + D2ehI1) region II

The energy equation in this case is

H121('2+y2)H11X(X2+12)
fIB2I2-A212}i2I8i2}

.2 +A'2w2y2+2X I 2

If the wavefield is isotropic C IA1 I2=IB 12 for each

x and ) in one region then it must also be isotropic

in the other region.
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3.6 Solutions with Critical Layers

If the same physical dimensions of the layer

depths on each side of the front that are used in the

previous section are once again considered, thenfor any 2.<2.7

(defined p. 42) a critical layer occurs. In fact, there

are two critical points within the front. One is at

y = ½
+

and the other at y = ½ There are

two main methods of obtaining a solution when these

critical points are considered. The first is to

combine the system of equations (3.20) into one fourth

order differential equation and obtain a Frobenius

solution, as is done in LeBlond and Mysak (1978) for

a second order differential equation. This method

does not lend itself well to this fourth order system

however. The alternate method is to introduce a small

amount of linear damping (Jones, 1967), which then

results in the frequency, , no longer being purely

real. With this method, a numerical solution

can be obtained by the same technique as

used in previous section. The dimensional, linearized

momentum equations with linear damping are

u + u + (IT -f)v =
it ix y 1 x

-

V + try + fu = -p - rv1
it lx 1 y



u2 fv2 = -(P+9'n) - u2

v2 + fu -(p+g'r)

where i is a positive quantity and the continuity

equations ((3.3) and (3.6)) remain unchanged. The

and (i = 1,2) are components of the frictional

force or Rayleigh viscous force, in the x- and y-

directions, respectively.

Once again let the time and the along front

dependence be exp(-it+ikx). Here the wavenumber, k,

is real (as before), but the frequency, w, may be com-

plex. The above equations along with (3.3) and (3.6)

combine to form four first order,linear,coupled dif-

ferential equations. When non-dimensionalized as in

section 3.2, we have

= + iy2h1p + ij51i2n (3.33)

P2Py = _1h'V1 +, 2-yp (3.34)

= i2w1h1 V1 YUP + i2('2-1)h'V2 (3.35)

W'V2y = -i12h22p + i + (V2 (3.36)

where

= w + ir

2 2-

2 +

= YU -
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j
3

= - 12h2 q = H21/H11

lL4 = u -

11 = yU -

The frictional damping term, , is non-dimensionalized

with the Coriolis parameter, f. Since P2(y) is complex

it is nonzero for all real y and a numerical solution

can be obtained.

The dispersion relationship for this system of

equations differs from (3.14). Letting the y-dependence

be of the from exp(ixy), then the non-dimensional

dispersion relationship in region I is

- wI(A2+y2)H/(H2)J 0

and in region II

(12+AI2){('21)W - 1(2+2)H H/(HH 2)J = 0

Denote the real part of the frequency as Wr and the

imaginary part as then

and

(w.+r)3 r(w.+r)2 -(r2+1+c)(+r) - rc = 0 (3.37)

3(.+r)2 - 2r(.+r) + 1 + c (3.38)

where in region I

and in region II

C = C1 = (x2+.2)H21/(H2)

C = C2 = ()2+y2)HH/(HH112)
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Since c1 = c2, (3.19)añd Snell 's law are still appli-

cable.

It is evident from the perturbation solution to

the cubic polynomial (3.37) that for small r there

are a pair of complex conjugate roots and a real root

to this cubic. Since both w and . are real, the
r 1

solution of interest is, of course, the real root.

w. = -r(1 + ½c)I(1 + c) + o(r3) (3.39)

Thus, the imaginary part of the frequency is less than

or equal to zero and for sufficiently small r behaves

in an almost linear manner in relation to r. Once

is determined exactly, is easily calculated

from (3.38). Using (3.39) we have

= (1 + c)½ + o(rfl (3.40)

which to lowest order is the dispersion relationship

obtained when there is no linear damping. Note that

the positive root of (3.38) is used , since once again

the real part of the frequency is taken to be greater

than zero.

The matching conditions are the same as those

given in section 3.3, namely that V1, V, p. and n

are all continuous at y = 0 and y = 1. The relation-

ships for V2. p. n in regions I and II differ slightly,

however.



Region I:

V1 = A1e'' + BRe
lAY

+ (3.41)

p = 2I21)[(xI -ii)'A1e (A' jy)_1BeY

+ ( - iJ')De
J

(3.42)

= 2(2+i2)[(AI i)1AiXY (x' + i1BiXY](343)

V2 = (H11/H21)(A1eXY + BRe) + DeH (3.44)

Region II:

Vi = (H12IH11)(ATe '(y-i) + D1e 1-1)) (3.45)

p
2(12l)[(xli)1AiA(Y1) + (y + iIYI1)_1DIe1)] (3.46)

= -2(H/H)(XI2+Y2)'[(XIu

i)1AlX(Y1)
J

(3.47)

V2 = (Hl2/H2i)ATe
(y-1) + (H22/H21)DIehI_1) (3.48)

Since at y = 0 and y = 1 V1, p. n and V2 are each

continuous, these relationships provide the matching

conditions at the edges of the front.
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An energy relationship for this system can be ob-

tained in the same manner that (3.27) is derived.

Integration of this equation over one wavelength (2ff/y)

and over one period yields a result similar to

(3.28). If there is no critical layer, then as r-0,

this equation collapses to (3.30). However, when

= 0 for some y (0 <y <1) this is not true, and we

write instead

H2 x(xZ12) H2 x(x'2+y2)
11

{IA 2-jBJ2} 12 IAI2 =

y2+2A2 I y2+ü2X'2
r r

When the numerical solution of the system (3.33) -

(3.36) with its accompanying matching conditions is

obtained, Q(r,X) in the region where there are critical

layers is not necessarily zero. A negative value

indicates the production of internal wave energy at

the expense of the mean flow and the front, and a

positive value the absorption of internal wave energy.

Numerical solutions at selected points in the

i-X plane are obtained for different vlaues of the

-2 -3 -t -5
frictional damping term (r = 10 , 10 , 10 , and 10

).

There is virtually no variation in the resulting

relative amplitudes (BR/AI AT/AI D/A1, D'/A1) between

the solutions for the smaller three values of r and

even the differences that occur between runs for r
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and the others is less than half a percent. All the

calculations shown in this section are accomplished

with r = 1O_2.

Typical scales and dimensional parameters for a

frontal model with critical layers are given in table

3. Also listed are the corresponding values for a

front without critical layers that are used in obtaining

the results of the last section. As can be seen1

many of the parameters are identical. The choice of

= 1 insures the occurance of a critical layer.

(Recall, for the existence of critical layers the condition

< 2.7 must be satisfied.) This smaller value of 2

results in a narrower frontal width and in a stronger

geostrophic current. For the hydrostatic approximation

to be valid, I12/L2<<1 ( is non-dimensional). That

is, using the dispersion relationship,

(A2+y2) 2 << 60

(A1 2+2 )½
<< 127

Figure 12 and 13 display the contours of the

fractional reflected energy ( IBR/AI 2) and the frac-

tional transmitted energy

H2A1(X12+i2) (y2+2A2) A
2

A (x2 + 2) (y2+ui2A'2) A1

respectively. Since there is no conserved property
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Table 3. Typical scales and dimensional parameters for the

front used in.section 3.5 (without critical layers)

and the front in section 3.5 (with critical layers).

NO CRITICAL CRITICAL
LAYERS LAYERS

H11(m) 500

H12(m) 100

H21(m) 2500

H22(m) 2900

f(s') 10

g'(m s2) iU2

L(km) 50 22.4

5 1

max
s1) 150 223

H11g '1½

f2 j

(km) 22.4

H12g
(1cm) 10.0

f2 j
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Figure 12: Contours of the fractional reflected

energy in the x-1 plane, when = .80

and = .16, with 2= 1. The pebbled

region indicates the CLR. H11 > H12.
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Figure 13: Contours of the fractional transmitted

energy in the x-y plane for the sm

parameters as listed In caption of

figure 12. The pebbled region

denotes the CLR.
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both of these quantities must be displayed. The peb-

bled region in both figures indicates the area in

the A-y plane where critical layers occur (denoted

by CLR in the following discussion). Outside this

region there is a great similarity in the general

features of figures 12 and 8, and the comments made

in the previous section apply equally here. Within

the shaded region over-reflection occurs. That is,

there is more energy in the reflected wave than in

the incident wave. This extra energy is gained from

the mean flow. The greatest amount of over-reflection

(in excess of 50% of the incident wave energy) occurs

at y = 2 and x = 1.5. Notice that the majority of the

energy gained from the mean flow is reflected and

little is transmitted (figure 13). Outside of the

CLR the energy relation (3.30) applies and it is not

necessary to display the fractional transmitted energy

explicitly.

Consider a horizontally symmetric wavefield,

that is incident upon the front. In figure 14, for

three distinct frequencies a polar representation of

the amplitude of such an incident wavefield along with

the reflected and transmitted amplitudes is displayed.

Since the upper layer depth decreases in going from

region I to region II, the transmitted waves are
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w3.8

INCIDENT _IstI I TRANSMITTED

Figure 14: The plot of the magnitudes of the

incident, reflected and transmitted waves

in polar coordinates. The frontal para-

meters are the same as for figures 12 and

13.
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refracted toward the normal and emerge in a cone of

semi-angle, a' = 28.8°. The contours of constant fre-

qency in the xy plane are semi-circles, with centers

at T = and x = 0. If the circle along which the fre-

qency is constant does not intersect the CLR (in

figure 14, --1.0) then the maximum reflection occurs

at a = 90°, and has the magnitude of the incoming

wave. On the other hand, if the semi-circle does

intersect the CLR ( = 2.0 and = 3.8, in figure 14),

then the maximum reflection occurs away from a = 900.

The transmitted amplitudes have been normalized with

the maximum transmission coefficient for that fre-

quency, Tm The angle that this occurs at is

These are listed below for the three selected frequencies.

- rO
a) w 1.0, Tm = 1.83, 0m -

b) = 2.0, I = 3.27, e = 22°

c) c = 3.8, T 4.32. 0' = 27°
m m

The small lobe found in the transmitted amplitudes for

= 2.0 and = 3.8 arises from the production of inter-

nal wave energy at the critical layers. The CLR also

forces the transmitted wavefield to be more asymmetric

than is found for the transmitted wave in figure 10.

Once again to gain a more complete understanding

of the effect of a front upon internal wavefield, the
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mirror image of the front just discussed is considered.

To maintain the non-dimensionalized geometry a value

of = 5 (corresponding to 2 = 1 used above) is

required. As before only waves incident within a

cone of semi-angle e = 28.80 can pass into region II.

All waves outside this cone are totally reflected.

The contours of fractional reflected energy are

displayed in figure 15 and of the fractional trans-

mitted energy in figure 16. The behavior of the

fractional reflected energy outside the CLR gives no

new information since it is simply a transformation

in wavenumber space (y,.X -1,x') of the contours from

figure 12. Within the CLR this is not the situation.

Not only is there over-reflection as in previous

example, but also under-reflection - the absorbtion

by the mean flow of energy in the internal wave field.

The maximum over-reflection occurs at y -2 and

2.5, and amounts to 25% of the energy incident

upon the front. The maximum under-reflection occurs

at y -4 and x' 4. Once again the energy that is

gained from the mean flow is mainly reflected, with

very little transmitted through the front (figure 16).

The lower right hand part of the plot in figure 16

denotes the area of no transmission, since these

waves are incident outside the cone of semi-angle 28.8°.
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Figure 15: Contours of the fractional reflected

energy for waves that are incident upon

a front that is the mirror image of the

one discussed for figures 12-14.
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Figure 16: Contours of the fractional transmitted

energy associated with the fractional

reflected energy in figure 15.
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The amplitudes of the isotropic incident wavefield

and its accompanying reflected and transmitted

wavefields are displayed in figure 17. The wave is

assumed incident upon the front from region II

and so we have the originally oriented front. The

depth of the upper layer decreases from region I to

region II. First consider a wave that is incident

upon the front at an angle outside the cone of semi-.

angle 280. If these waves do not also pass through

a critical layer they are totally reflected. If they

do pass through one they are either over- or under-

reflected. Any wave transmitted through the front

is refracted away from the normal. Thus,. the wave-

fronts would not appear to be parallel to the front.

The amplitudes of the transmitted wave have, as before

been normalized with the maximum amplitude, T. That,

along with the angle the wave propagates at are listed

bel ow.

a) 1.0, Tm = .02, o' 00

b) = 2.0, Tm = .22, 6'
90

c) üi 3.8, T = .29,0' = 10

The amplitudes of the transmitted waves are less than

the amplitude of the incident wave on the other side

of the front. The Opposite is true when the waves are
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Figure .17: A plot of the magnitudes of the incident,
reflected and transmItted waves in polar
coordinates. The frontal parameters are
the same as those for figures 15 and 16.



incident on the side of the front where the upper

layer depths is deepest.

Consider now the situation where waves are in-

cident upon both sides of the front simultaneously.

That is

I ixy
A1e + B1e + D1eH region i

V =
1 -iX'

A2e
(y-1) B2e (y1) 02e region II

The energy relationship is then written as

c1{IB12 IA1I2} + C2{JBI2 1A212} = Q(y,x)

where

Cl

H12A (X'2+y2)

C2=
2

Outside the CLR, as r -O the Q(y,X) --O. Within the

CLR it is a measure of how much energy is lost or

gained by the wavefield. Q(y,A) must be determined

numerically. Consider the front already used in this

section, namely that defined by the parameters in the

second column of table 3. It is also necessary to



to define a relationship between the two incident

amplitudes. Two choices immediately come to mind.

The first is to let the amplitudes be equal and the

second that the energies be equivalent. The second

relationship is used here, namely v'1 A1
"°2

A21

Mso only those waves whose cr.oss front wavenumber

in region I, x, is greater that zero are considered.

In figure 18 are displayed the contours of

Q(,y) = Q(x,y)/{/!A1I} in the A-y plane. Note

that Q(x,y) is always positive for this particular

frontal shape. That is the internal waves are gaining

energy at the expense of the mean flow. Outside the

CLR region (the pebbled area) Q(A,y) is not exactly

zero, since r is not zero, but is less than .02.

A comparison of the results Of this section and

the previous one to results obtained by Olbers (1981)

is limited. The general comment that the greater

the angle of incidence the greater the reflection and

that the least amount of reflection is at near normal

incidence, is a result of both analyses. The following

section investigates in a small way the matter of

scattering of wave energy from one vertical mode to

another. Only waves that are normally incident are

examined , however.
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Figure 18: Contours of Q(A,y), The positive

value of the contors indicate that

the internal waves are gaining energy

at the expense of the mean flow.



IV THREE LAYER MODEL WITH NORMAL INCIDENCE

Although the two layer model with normally inci-

dent waves allows solutions tha.t are easy to examine,

the very simplicity of the model permits only reflec-

tion and transmission of the energy. In this chapter

a model of three (or more) layers is investigated.

Since such a model has more than one barocliriic mode,

the energy of a wave incident upon the front in one

vertical mode can be spread or scattered to the other

baroclinc modes. The amount of energy scattered is,

of course, depenedent upon the physical characteristics

of the front.

A three layer model with waves that are normally

incident allows a fourth order differential equation,

or two coupled second order differential equations.

The method in which the reflection and transmission

coefficients are obtained is analogous to how they

are obtained in the two layer model. Both a general

numerical solution and WKB solution are obtained.

4.1 Formulation of the Problem

Figure 19 illustrates a transect of a three-layer

stably stratified ocean of constant total depth H. If
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Figure 19: Schematic representation of the frontal profile

in a three layer model.
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the time dependence is of the form e.xp(-iwt), then the

linearized, vertically integrated shallow water equa-

tions for three layers are

-iu1 + (u1_f)v1 = 0 (4.1)

ojV1 + fu = -p (4.2)

hi11 + (h1v1) = 0 (4.3)

-hiu2 + (u2_f)v2 = 0 (4.4)

+ fu2 -p (4.5)

+ + (h2v2) = 0 (4.6)

-hiu3 (u3-f)v2 = 0 (4.7)

iiiV3 + fu3 = -(ps + + g12) (4.8)

-in2 + (h3v3) = 0 (4.9)

where U1, u2 and are the mean velocities and

LS - -
2 1 3 2

g

are the reduced gravities. If there is no mean motion

in the lower layer (i3 = 0), then

= -(gE1y + g.(}T1+iT2))/f (4.10)

U2 = -g(h1+Ti2)/f (4.11)

From (4.3), (4.6) and (4.9) we obtain a relation-

ship for the net mass transport across the front



h1v1 + h2v2 + h3v3 = C a constant (4.12)

The manipulation of (4.1) (4.9) results in the

following relationship

-iuHp+g(H22+H32)n1 + H32r12} = (2-f2)Cy + constant

Thus, C = 0. That is the net transport is zero.

Equation (4.1) - (4.10) can be combined to form

two coupled, second order differential equations in

V1 and V2.

g'V +h'(y)c1V1 = h'(y)c2V2 (4.13)
llyy 1

ggh3V2 + h'{(c2h3+c3h2)g + c2h3g}V2

= h1{chg'-chg}V (4.14)

where

V. h.v. i = 1,2
1 11

are the transports and

c. - f2 + fu. , i = 1,2,3
1 ly

Outside the frontal region the mean depth of each

layer is constant and = 0 and u2 = 0. Equation

(4.13) and (4.14) can now be written as

H1gv1 + (w2-f2)v1 = (w2-f2)v2 (4.15)

gjgH2H3v2+ (ui -f , (H2+H3)g + H3g
2

= (w2-f2)(H3g-H1g)v1 (4.16)



where H1 is the depth of the upper layer, Fl2 the middle

layer and H3 the lower layer. Equations (4.15) and

(4.16) are combined to form one fourth order differen-

tial equation in v1 with constant coefficients.

where

yr + (2-f2)(12.+1g.)v + (2-f2)tv1 = 0

2 =l(H .+H .)/(g'H .H )1 (2f2)
1ai ii 2i 1 ii 2i

2 =(H +H3J/(9H2.H3JJ (2-f2)
'fbi I. 2i

(

=H/(lg'H Fl .H .)I (2_f2)2
1 2 ii 2i 31

J

Here i = 1 denotes region I and i = 2 region II. This

equation allows plane wave solutions of the form

exp(iLy). The dispersion relationship is

z [ ½(+) ± ½{(-+i1)2
4yI+}½J½ (4.17)

For frequencies above the inertial the plane wave solu-

tion to (4.15) and (4.16) are internal gravity waves.

There are two branches of the dispersion rela-

tionship. Initially consider the problem of waves

incident upon one side of the front only, say region

I in figure 19. Then we write

1A1e'1 + BRe'1 + C1e'2 + De2 (4.18)

vi =

A1ei + C1e (4.19)
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Here (4.18) is the behavior of v in region I and

(4.19) in region II. The wavenumbers (z) refers

to the positive branch of the dispersion relationship

and z2 (z) to the negative branch in region I (region
II).

When we investigate the proportion of the energy

reflected and transmitted , either A1 0 or C1 = 0.

If C1 = 0, then the reflection and transmission

coefficients are

R/AI I IDR/AI I IAT/AI J ; JC1/A1 p (4.20)

Alternately, if A1 = 0, then they are

IBR/CII ; PDR/CII 1A1/C11 ; C1/c1j (4.21)

These coefficients are used to define the fractional

reflected and transmitted energies.

4.2 Modal Structure

Each branch of the dispersion relationship has

associated with it a vertical modal velocity structure.

Equation (4.15) and (4.16) are linear with constant

coefficients and so there exists a similarity tranS-

fromation such that they can be rewritten in diagonal

form
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1- 0

+ 1J2 =

where arid are linear combinations of v1 and v2,

and equals the positive branch of (417) and

the negative. The explicit relationship between v1, V2

and
2

'S

vi
+

V2 = {1-H1g' (2f2)2 + {1-H1g' (2f2)'}2

If we consider an incident wave of just one mode by letting

C1 = 0 (i.e. = 0) then

vi

V2 {H - (H1+H2)p/yH11

V3 =

The other baroclinic mode (A1 = 0, = 0) has the

vertical structure

V2 = H2kH2(H1+H2)p!y2}2

v3 =

In region I, the H. = H. and '2 = .2 and in region
ala

II, H. = H. and y2 = .2 for j 1,2,3.
j2 a a2
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43 Non-dimensionalization

As in the previous chapters, y is non-dimension-

alized with the across front width and the other

parameters as follows

x1/L ; £. = I = 12

= H.1h.
j 1,2,3

U. H. g!J(fL) u. i = 1,2
11 1 1

Equations (4.13) and (4.14) are now written in non-

dimensional form as

V +
lyy

f10(y)y2+f11(y)}V1 = {f12(y)12+f13(y)}V2

V +
2yy

{f20(y)2+f21(y)}v2 {f22(y)12+f23(Y)}V1

where

f10(y) = H21(H11+H21)h1(y)}'

f11(y) = h'(Y)u(y)

= H11{(H11+H21)h2(y)}'

f13(y) = h1(y)u(y)

(4.22)

(4.23)

f20(y) = H11(H11+H21'{(H31+H21)h5(y)/(DH31h3(y) )+1}h(y)

f21(y) = (1+D')h'(y)u(y)

f22(y) = H21(H11+H21)'{h11(y)-H11/(DH31h3(y))}

= f11(y)



with ID g/gj
ai

and h5 = (2+13)./(H21+H31),

The non-dimensional mean veloci ties are

u -(D+1)h -D(H21/H11)h2
I ly

u = -D{(H /H )h +h
. }

2 1]. 21 ly 2y

Examination of (4.22) and (4,23) shows that y is

related to the non-dimensional wavenumbers and so these

equations are wefl suited to obtaining a WKB solution.

Such a solution is obtained in section 4.6.

4.4 Boundary Conditions

The matching conditions at each edge of the front

are the same as those employed in the two layer case,

The normal transport in each layer (V1, V2 and V3) are

each continuous at y 0 and y = 1 as are the interface

displacements (n1 and ri2). Examination of (4.3) and

(4.6) shows that V and V are also continuous at
ly 2Y

the edges of the front.

For these to be useful it is necessary to know

the explicit behavior of V2 V3, and in regions I andil.

These are as follows.

Region I:

= 9l(AI 1BRe1Y) + 2(CIe2YDR2Y)
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1
= (Hlj+H2l)1l(1/y2)(A e'i-B e12)

+ (1-2/)(C e'2 D e2Y)J

V3 -H(H11±H21) f(1/y2)(AIe1Y+BRe1Y)

+

Region II:

= - 'H fQlA e1' + C1e2'_UJ11 121T

12
= 1(HH)fi(1!2/l2)Ai(YL)

+ i(1_2 2/y12)Ce
}

V3 = H(H12+H22) [(1j2/)ATeY

+ (1 2/yl2)Ce2(Y)
1

)

where

= y2(H12+H22)H21H11/{H22H12(H11+H21)}
a2

Integration of (4.13) and (4.14) about y = 0 and

y = 1 (as is done in the two layer case), leads to the

requirement that both 1(y) and i2(y) must be contin-

uous at the edges of the front. This arises from the

assumption that the interface heights be continuous at y0 and 1.



4.5 Enerv Eauation

Following the treatment in section 2.2, leads to

a quantity that is invariant in the across front

direction. The application of the matching conditions

to this quantity yields a relationship between the

amplitudes.

If C1 = 0, then the relationship between the

quantities listed in (4.20) is

1 =
LB 2 Ix D lID 12 Ix'D 1 A 2 AD4 C 2

+ 2 21 LI + 1
I Ill + ___ iI (4.24)

A1 I X1D1J A1 I [X1D1J IA1 [A1D11 A1

= R1 + + T1 + 12

If, alternately, A1 0, then the relationship between the

quantities listed in (4.21) is

x B 2 0 2 '0 A 2 A!D C 2

1
1 - (4.25)

A2D2 C1 C1 X202 C1 X2fl2 C1

) I. )

= R3 + R4 + T3 + T4

In both (4.24) and (4.25)

= D(H11-I-H21)2(1-x?/12)2 + for i = 1,2

0. = D(H12+H22)2(1_2/i'2)2 + H2 for i = 3,4
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4.6 Solutions and Discussion

A general numerical solution is obtained in much

the same manner as in the two layer case. The explicit

details are given in Appendix A. As mentioned

previously, the (4.22) and (4.23) are well suited to

obtaining a WKB solution for high wavenumber. It is

easiest to form one fourth order differential equation

in V1 to obtain such a solution. The resulting

equation is

(g44y + g42y2 + g40)V"

- 2(g34 + g32y2 + g30)V

+ (g26y6 + + g22'2 + g20)V

+ 2(gi6yG + g14y
+

+ g10)V

+ (g08y8 + 9O66 + g04yt + g0212 + g00)V1= 0 (4.26)

where

g44 f2
12

g42 = 2f12f13

=g40
13

g34 =

g32 12f3 + f2fl3



g f f'
30 1313

= (f10+f20)f2

f f I'g24- +f )f2 +
11 21 12

2(f10+f20)f12f13 + 2f2
12 12

+f "f2 +
10 20' 13

2(f11+f21)f12f13
+ 4i2i3 -i2i3-

'2 f fHg20 (f11+f21)f3 + 2f13
13 13

g16 = f12(f0f12_f2f10)

= f12(f1f12+2f0f13_f10f - f2(f13f10+f11f12)

l2
f13(2f12f1+f13f0-f10f13_1 f12) - f12f11f3

iü
= f13(fj1f1311fj

g08 = f2(f10f20-f12f22)

= .ç2 (.ç11
f .ç -.c + \ +g06

12'1O 23'12'13'22 '11'20 '2110' 121O

- 2f12f2f0 + 2 f12f13f20f10 - f10f12f2

The remaining three coefficients are obtained in a straigt

forward manner. Since they are not used in following

derivation and are rather involved they are not given

here. The f. . are all functions of y and are defined
13

following (4.22) -(4.23).

A solution of the form

exp(i(y))

is assumed. Substituting this into (4.26) yields to

highest order

= {(g26 ± ±(y) /(2g44) 1½ (4.27)



where

(y) = g6 4gg08)½

Let j(y) denote the positive branch of (4.27) and

(y) the negative branch. As expected

Within the frontal region

= .(1) i = 1,2

V1(y;i) ! IA (y)exp(iy1(y) +B(y) exp(-iy1(y))
n0 '

+ C(y) exp(iy2(y)) + D(Y)exP(iiY))Ji

The next order differential equations and their solutions

are

A + K1(y)A0 = 0 ; A0(y) = A0(0)exP 1-J K1d
J

(4.28)

+ K1(y)B = 0 ; B0(y) = B0(1)exp(jK1d
J

(4.29)

+ K(y)C0 = 0 ; C0(y) = C0(0)exP I-J K2d
J

(4.30)

+
2(y)0o

= 0 ; D0(y) = D0(1)exPIj'K2d
}

(4.31)

where

K.(y)
(1)i½[;1(y)g26(y)6q(y)g44(y)

+ 2(Y){16(Y)(Y)934(Y)}]/((Y)(Y)) i=1,2

To obtain the matching conditions at the edges of the front,

it is necessary to first expand the coefficients of the reflected
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and transmitted waves in terms of
, in the following

manner

BR = BRflY ; DR DRnY ; AT Z ATflT' ; CT = Z CTny

Consider first the situatiOn when C1 = 0, that is

the energy is incident upon the front in one mode only.

The matching conditions to highest order are

A0(0) = H11A1exp(-i'y1(0))

B0(0) = HllBROexp(iyl(0))

C0(0) = 0

D0(0) = HllDROexp(iy2(0))

A0(1) = HllATQexp(_iyl(l))

B00) = 0

C0(1) = HllCTOexp(_iY2(1))

D0(1) = U

The application of the matching conditions to the

solutions (4.28) - (4.31) yields

B0(y) = 0 ; C0(y) = 0 ; D0(y) = 0

and thus

BRQ = 0 ; CTQ 0 DRO = 0

The next order differential equations for B1,

C1 and D are the same as for B0, C0 and D, respec-

tively. The differential equation for A1 differs and
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is given below

A + K1(y)A1 = _½ +

+

(4.32)

Since the mean velocities (u1 and u2) are both zero a

at the edges of the front, then

= 0 ; (1) = 0 for i = 12

K(0) = 0 ; K(1) = 0 for i = 1,2

and

A(0) 0 ; A(1) = 0

Utilizing these, the appropriate boundary conditions are

A1(0) = 0

B1(0) = HllBRlexp(iyl(0))

C1(0) = 0

D1(0) HllDRlexp(iy2(0))

A1(1) = I-l11A1exp(_i-y1(1))

B1(1) = 0

C1(1) = HllCTlexp(_iT2(1))

Di(1) = 0

Application of these conditions to the differential

equat.ions, gives

B1(y) = 0 ; C1(y) = 0 ; D1(y) = 0
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and so

8R1
0 ; CT1 = 0 ; = 0

This is not unexpected, since this behavior is found

in the WKB expansion for the two layer model.

The next order equations for B2, C2 and D2

are once again the same as for B0, C0 and D0, respec-

tively. The matching conditions are such that this

time there is a non-zero reflection coefficient.

It is interesting to note, however, that if u1 and

u2 are zero at y = 0 and y = 1, then once again there

would be no energy scattered into the other modes, nor

any reflected in the same mode. That is to say, all

the energy would be transmitted in the same mode.

Consider the matching conditions for B2(y)

B2(0) HllBR2exp(iyl(0))

+ fiQ (0)A'(0)+Q (0)A(0)+Q (0)A (0)exp(2i (0))
1 1 2 0 3 0)

B2(1) [iQ11Aj14Q21A1+Q31A01JexP2ii11

where

Q1(y) = -½'(y) y = 0,1

= -g44(y)/(y) y = 0,1

Q3(y) = -½' (y) y = 0,1

It is necessary to use several other relationships to

calculate the reflection coefficient. When evaluated
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at y = 0 and y = 1 (4.32) becomes

A(y) = i(S1(y)A(y) + S2(y)A0(y)) y = 0,1

where

S1(y) -½{g26(y)-62(y)g44(y)}/((y)A(y))

= -½{g35(Y)-j2(y)g24(y)-j' (y)g44(y)}/((y)A(y))

If we also differentiate {4.28) and evaluate the resulting

equation at y = 0 and y = 1, then

=

Finally noting that

A3(1) = H11A1exp(-iy1 (0)

we have
B

2 F(0) - F(1)exp(2iy( (1)-c (0)) +

A
1 1

I
(4.25)

where

F(y) = Q3(y) - Q1(y)S2(y) +{Q1Lv)S1(Y)-Q2(Y)}K(Y)

The coefficients R2 and T2 also decay as and are

explicitly given in Appendix B. The other transmis-

siOn coefficient T1 is determined by the use of

(4.25). The case of the alternate mode being incident

(A1 = 0) gives similar results.

While the resulting equations are unwieldy, they

do yield information that for wavelengths much less

than the across front distance virtually all the energy

in a wave is transmitted in the same mode. If we
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consider a four layer model, the results for high

wavenumber are similar. When WKB perturbation solu-

tion is obtained, the highest order matching conditions

are once again homogeneous at y = 1 for all the

reflected waves, and at y = 0 for the transmitted

waves in the modes in which no energy is incident

upon the front. Thus, the energy is reflected or

scattered to other modes goes as for large non-

dimensional wavenumber. The requirement that the

steady state velocities are zero at each edge of the

front forces the next order matching conditions for

the reflected and scattered waves to be homogeneous

at one edge of the front also and thus there is no

energy in the these reflected or scattered waves

either. Therefore, as in the two and three layer

models, the energy reflected or scattered is propor-

tional to for high wavenumbers.

It is unfortunate that an analytic perturbation

solution for low wavenumber is not possible. If

y -* 0, the lowest order equations (from (4.22) and

(4.23)) are still second order, coupled differential

equations, which do no lend themselves to an analytic

solution easily. The transmission and reflection

properties for low wavenumbers are rather complex.
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Not only is there a dependence upon the depth of the

various layers, but also on the ratio of the change

in density between the layers. The problem is well

behaved in the limiting cases, If D is very small

(less than .05) or very large (greater than 20) the

problem collapses to a two layer model. Also, as

any of the layer depths approach zero, the results

approximate a two layer model.

The physical characteristics of the model that

we have defined, is seen in the Gulf Stream. The

isopycnals tilt upward at an approximate slope of

1:100 (Kao, 1980) to form the front, which separates

the denser slope water from the warmer, less dense

water of the Sargoasso Sea. Associated with the slop-

ing pycnocline is an approximatly geostrophic current

flowing along the front. From typical hydrographic

sections of the Gulf Stream (Stommel , 1965, p. 45-51,

and Fuglister, 1953) it can be seen that the isopycnals

tilt upward with approximately the same slope. The

ratio of the changes in density, 0, appear to be less

than 1 (that is the difference in density between the

top two layers is greater than or equal to the change

in the density between the lower layers).
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As in the two layer case, the depths of the layers

in the frontal region are defined with polynomials.

where

h1(y) = 1c1(3y2-2y3)

h2(y) = 1-2(3y2-2y3)

h3(y) = 1-ct3(3y2-2y3)

h5(y) = 1+4(3y2-2y3)

= (H11H12)/H11

= (H21H22)/H21

c3 (H31H32)/H31

= (H11-H12)/(H21+H31)

Defining the depths of the layers in this way lets

the steady state velocities be zero at both edges of

the front. Using these equations we obtain the

reflection and transmission coefficient numerically

using the method described in Appendix A. Three

different frontal structures are examined here.

The first (Figure 20a,b,c ) is simple if not

physically appropriate to the Gulf Stream. Figure

20a displays the vertical modal structure as defined

in Section 3.2. Only the upper boundary between the

layers tilts upwards, while the depth of the lower

layer remains constant. What is called the first



FIRST

MODE

(A1:O)
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- - -

SECOND

MODE

(CiO)

Figure 20a: Using the parameters
2

= .8,

c3 0., = .11, and D = .6, the

frontal depth profile and the vertical

modal structure are displayed.
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Figure 20b: Fraction of energy reflected (R1) and transmitted (T1) in the same mode
and the scattered reflected (R2) and the scattered transmitted energy

(12). The second mode is incident (C1=O). 20c: Fraction of energy reflected
(R4) and transmitted (14) in the same mode, and the scattered reflected
energy (R3) and the scattered transmitted energy (13). The first mode is
incident (AO).
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has a vertical structure that goes through zero only

once while the second mode passes through it twice.

The parameters (a.) that determine the shape of the

front are listed in the caption. The reflected and

transmitted quantities shown in figure 20b, are the

results when the second mode is incident upon the

front and those in figure 20c are the results when the

first mode is incident. It is expected that the

first mode will not Hseeu the front as much as the

second mode since the change in the velocity between

the upper two layers is less for mode 1 than for

mode 2. This is indeed the case. The transmission

energy transmitted through the front (T4) in the

same mode is over 50% in figure 20c, while only

about 25% in 2Db. This, of course, only applies

to the small wavenumber case. For high wavenumbers,

the scattered and reflected energies go to zero an

and thus almost all the energy would be transmitted

in the same mode, In both 2Db and 20c the reflected

energies go to zero at high wavenumbers faster than

the scattered transmitted energy. This is an artifact

of the frontal shape, and if the figures were

expanded to higher wavenumbers the scattered trans-

mitted energies would be less than the reflected energies.
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The only differnce between figure 2]. a,b,c

and 22 a,b,c is the value of D. For figure 21,

D .5 and for 22, D = .2. There is similarity between

shapes of various reflected and transmitted energies

but their amplitudes at low wavenumber are considerable

different. Since D is greater in 21 than 22 this

imples that the change in density across the upper

two layers relative to the change across the lower two

is greater for the front in figure 22 than 21. Thus

it is expected that the first mode will transmitted

through the front unchanged more so in 21 than in

22. This is indeed the case. For higher wavenumbers

virtually all the energy is transmitted through

the front unchanged as expected from the WKB

approximation. It is unfortunate that nolow wavenumber

solution is obtained, since it is only in this region

that that front has an appreciable effect uponthe

wavefi el d.

The major result here is that for low wavenumbers

that a considerable amount of the energy of any wave

is scattered into other modes. To better understand

the where the energy would be scattered it is necessary

to have at least one more layér. This is not feasible

at this time.
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FIRST

MODE

(A1:O)

SECOND

MODE

(C1 O)

Figure 21a: Using the parameters a18, a2O,

13 11, and D.5, the3 ,
frontal depth profile and the vertical

modal structure are displayed.
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Figure 22a:

FIRST

MODE

(A1O)

SECOND

MODE

(C1 O)

Using the same frontal depth parameters

(cxi) as in figure 21 and D = .2, the

frontal depth praffle and thevertical

modal structure are displayed.
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V SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The influence of a frQntal structure with its

accompanying horizontally sheared, geostrophic velocity

upon an internal wave field is investigated in a

theoretical model. A portion of the energy of any

wave that propagates at right angles to the front is

reflected whfle the remainder is transmitted. For

high wavenumbers (waves whose wavelength is much

less than the width of the front) the frontal struc-

ture has a minimal effect on the wave as it propagates

through the front. In a two layer model only a small

part of the wave energy is reflected. Even for waves

whose wavelength is equal to the frontal width, less

than one percent of the energy is reflected and as

the wavenumber (x) increases the amount of reflection

decreases as x. Similarly, for a model with more

than two layers, only a small part of the energy is

scattered into the other vertical modes. For low

wavenumbers (those waves whose wavelength is greater

than the frontal width) this is definitely not the

case. Much of the energy of these waves is reflected,

if the relative depth change of the upper layer is

sufficiently large. Similarly, if there is more than
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one barocljnjc mode most of the energy of these

long waves is scattered into the other vertical modes

or reflected in the same mode.

For non-normal incidence the situation becomes

more complex. First consider a frontal structure

that does not allow any critical layers. Along a

curve of constant frequency, as the angle of incidence

approaches ±900, the reflection coefficient approaches

one - total reflection. For frequencies close to

the inertial, the maximum transmission occurs at near

normal incidence. As curves of higher frequencies

are considered, the angle of incidence at which

minimum reflection occurs deviates further and further

from normal incidence. This trend is the result of

the phase speed decreasing and becoming closer in

magnitude to the maximum mean geostrophic speed.

A sufficiently strong front permits the occurrence

of critical layers. For the vertically propagating

internal wave discussed in LeBlond and Mysak (1978)

the mean flow absorbs energy from the internal wave.

This is not the case for these internal waves which

propagate through horizontal shear. both over-

reflection and under-reflection occur. In the examples
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computed in section 3.6 over reflection was the most

common behavior, and so is a source of energy for

the internal wavefield.

While evidence in the ocean of the reflection

properties of a wave may not be easily obtainable,

there is some evidence of the transfer of energy

from a mesoscale horizontal velocity shear to the

internal wave field as is seen in data analyzed by

Brown and Owens (1981). The Reynolds stress is used

to show this. As derived in chapter 3, Reynolds

stress is invariant in the cross front direction if

there is no critical layer. When they do occur this

is not true. The low mean speed (25 cm s-i) requires

that a higher order vertical mode (with a lower phase

speed) be involved in the formation of the critical

layer. There are other possible mechanisms in

addition to the occurrence of critical layers that

could explain this transfer of energy as discussed

in their paper. Other evidence is from the study of

the north Pacific subtropical front, where there is

an intensification of the low frequency wave energy

at the edge of the front (where the upper layer is
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deepest)(Paulson and Niiler, 1981). However, as in

the other example, the low speeds of the accompanying

geostrophic velocity (40 cm s1) (Roden, 1981)

indicates the involvement of higher vertical modes.

Therefore, specific comments are difficult to infer,

since the two layer model has only one vertical

baroclinic mode. It is necessary to examine each

problem separate1y and develop a model specifically

fitted to the physical parameters of the situation.

The lack of any analytic result for the behavior

of internal waves about a critical layer does not

permit generalizations.

While the methods of solution are straightforward

the computational time on a computer would be too

extensive for a three or more layer model with non-

normal incidence to be developed.
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APPENDIX A

The method of diagonalizing the matrix and thus

numerically solving the differential equations for

the two and three layer normal incidence case is

adapted from Lindzen and Kuo (1969).

First consider the two layer model (chapter 2).

The equation of the form

+ h(y)V = 0 (Al)

with

V - ixV 2ixBRHjl y = 0 (A2)

V + ixV = 2iH11A1 y = 0 (A3)

- ix'V = 0 y = 0 (A4)

Equation Al can be written finite difference form

A V + B V + AV = 0 n = 1,2,.,N-1
n-i n n n+l

where

A = 1/(y)2= N2

B = -2/(sy)2 + h(y) y n y

The boundary conditions can be expressed in finite

differnce form as

-(N+ix)V0 + NV1 = _2iAH11BR (A5)

-(N-iA)V0 + NV1 = 2ixH11A1 (A6)

_NVN1 + (N_iA')VN = 0 (A7)

Then following Lindzen and Kuo, and using (A5) and

(A7)
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= -(n+I)'2jxH11

AO
A1

aAfl (aA,n_1 + BnY'A

A,n _(AA,fl_l + B)'A1
A,n

A

Thus we finally have

VN = (NiA'aANlN)'NA,N_l A1 (A8)

If we use (A6) and (A7) as the boundary conditions

then it is clear that

B,n ; ,n An

where * denotes the complex conjugate.

relationship is

= (N_jXl_aNlNYN*NlBR

and so from (p8) and (Ag)

A11

The second

(A9)

(A1O)

The three layer model is a bit more complicated since

it entails matrix manipulations, but is essentially

the same in theory. Let

vi

F=
-. V2



then

F + S(y)F U
dy2

where

S(y)
g1(y) -g2(y)

1-g4(y) g3(y)

In the finite differnce form we have

14F +BF -i-AF =0
n-1 nn

where
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A = N21 B = 5(y) -2A

Here I is the identity matrix. The matching conditions

can be expressed as

F + CAb)

D*F E F = R* raRl (All)

:lY l [j
AT1

D2Fy + E2F = R2
LCTJ

(Al2)

D;F+
9

(.Al3)

They can be written in finite difference form as



kk

0

--
-

*

\
-

-:-

k

-

i-

;-
--S

-

N
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Thus utilizin9 (Al2)

iN

A A
T

+ 2
c

T

Utilizing (A13), we have

2N ( NA.NlY11NDAN1
C

A
I

:

Equations (All) and (A13) yield the third relationship

3N
(ND+ENDNl)lND2* BR

- - ...

B- R

Finally
1N 2N

and SO there

are now four equations and 6 unknowns (AICI3BRDR

AT,CT). It is straight forward to caluclate the reflec-

tion and transmission coefficients by letting either
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C1 = 0 or A1 = 0.
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'2ft(R3(0)-R1 (o)S2o)(R1 (0)s1 (0)-R2(a))K (0)]A1
I

exp(-I'K (Y)dY)-[R(1)-R1 (1)S2()
Jo 2

+ (R1(1)S(1)-R2(1) K(1)]exP(-J'K1(y)dy)

R1(y) = -g44{2 +

R2(y)= -½(3 +

R3(y) = - (H21h1-
H11+R21

H11 12y

+ u1h)( +



=Fco)exP(-JK2cY))

-F(1 )exp(f!0K1 (y)dy)

exp((1(1)-i-2(1)-21(Q))j'

F(y) = R3(y)-R1(y)S2(y)+(R1(y)S1(y)-R2(y))K(y)

where

R1 = -g44

R2

R3 = ½44( ''-(H21h1
H11+H21

2)U2+U h1)
lyH1

1

2
(.j
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Appendix C

Consider the system of equations

=

where A is a 4x4 matrix and is a vector. Along with

this equation are the appropriate matching conditions.

+ BA1

B

(1) =
R

D'

where A and c are 4x2 matrices and B a vector.

Let 1(y) be the solution to the system of equations

if AT = 1 and D' = 0 and the system is integrated from

y 1 to y 0. Similarly let 2(y) be the solution

if AT = 0 and D! 1. Then

A A

E1
T = T

-
D'

Thus

BR AT
A + p = BA

)

or



I
D

AT

Dl

and so by inverting
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= BA

we have the desired relationship.




